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"Advertising Can Help,

My task today is

You Look Before You Leap"

to review the advertising program of the U.S.

Council for Energy Awareness
behind it

If

and the results.

take a few moments to briefly

--

its

history,

Before I do so,

the rationale
however,

I want to

give you a flavor of USCEA's total

communication mission.

Reaching the American public requires a broad-based program
using a variety of communication tools and techniques.
program cannot rely solely on advertising to carry its

USECA therefore also has programs in
including media activities,
public attitude

research.

A
messages.

several other key areas,

public relations,

publications

and

All of our communication efforts

on understanding public views and perceptions,

so our attitude

research and measurements are extremely important in
set the direction of our programs-and in

rely

helping

evaluating their

effectiveness.

Our media relations activity

consists of much more than simply

responding to press inquiries although,
our program includes an active,
experts,

of course,

we do that.

involved network of third-party

on whom we rely to carry a balanced,

about what constitutes sound energy policy.

credible message
We use third-party
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experts for one simple reason.

We feel our basic messages --

the dangers of rising dependence on foreign oil,
electricity
growth --

in

cutting that dependence and fueling economic

are enhanced if

authorities in

and the role of

they are delivered by a diversity of

various disciplines,

not just

by utility

and

nuclear industry experts.

our third-party spokespersons contribute articles
newspapers

and magazines as well as letters

also participate

in

briefings

for editorial

national and area publications,

to major

to the editor.

They

boards of major

media tours and community energy

forums.

US-CEA arranges media tours in

major city markets,

using both

third-party experts and industry executives who brief the
editorial

boards of major newspapers,

interviews,

and participate in

hold radio and TV

press conferences.

Such exposure

multiplies the impact of our message many times over.

Using prominent specialists
nuclear technology,

in

major media markets.

speaking tours for young scientists

identify themselves
manufacturers,

their

tremendous credibility.

political

science and

USCEA also annually organizes some 20

community energy forums in

member companies.

economics,

We also

rrange

and engineers from our

Even though these young professionals
clearly as employees of utilities

or nuclear

knowledge and enthusiasm give them
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In

1988,

the media program coordinated

over 135 cities.

The total

events and interviews

potential audience reach for these

programs was over 75 million.

In

addition,

USCEA staff,

and other energy experts met with several editorial
participated

in

in

members

boards and

13 radio interviews which aired on over 8,000

radio stations to a potential audience of 120 million.

In

the publications area,

we produce a wire service called

INFOWIRE and two popular publications --

a monthly newsletter

called INFO and a bimonthly magazine called Nuclear Industry.

INFOWIRE is

designed to alert

our member companies

to major,

breaking events on which they may receive inquiries from the
media or the public.

INFO assembles short,
electricity
way.
media,

newsy items that portray energy,

and nuclear issues in
INFO is

a straightforward,

targeted broadly at an audience

communications professionals

unbiased

that includes the

and many other opinion

leaders and decision makers.

Nuclear Industry magazine is

a new bimonthly,

communications

tool that treats

subjects in

is

the newsletter.

It

possible in

audience,

is

outside the nuclear and utility

powerful

greater depth than

targeted at an influential
industries

--

members
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of Congress,

state

utility

regulators and state

Wall Street financial analysts and others --

legislators,
although it

circulates widely within the industry as well.

USCEA also produces a variety of other publications
industry issues.

We use a number of different formats --

simple brochures intended for the general public;
booklets that explore issues in
fact sheets and backgrounders
With all

our publcations,

the beginning,

on important

more depth;

one-

short,

longer
or two-page

that serve a variety of uses.

we target our audiences carefully from

then prepare materials with that audience

in

mind.

Of course,

we also provide communication support to,

materials-for use by other industry organizations
American Nuclear Energy Council,
affairs,

which handles

--

and prepare
the

legislative

and the Nuclear Management and Resources Council,

which

manages regulatory issues.

And finally,
Forum in

in

addition to staging the annual Nuclear Energy

Washington,

USCEA sustains an active conference and

workshop program addressing a variety of industry interests,
including public information,

licensing,

the fuel cycle and so

forth.

Now,

let

me turn to USCEA's advertising program.
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Even though the U.S.

Council for Energy Awareness has been

addressing nuclear energy issues in
five years,

we did not pioneer the use of advertising for issues

of public concern in

In

fact,

advertising for the past

America.

Far from it.

the decade before the eighties

saw wide use of "issues

advertising" by a broad range of individual companies as well as
coalitions and associations that wanted to promote a particular
point of view.

And print

advertising wasn't the only vehicle for issues

advertising.

Many companies were finding a way to advocate

a

position and get that position into American homes on
television.

By the early eighties USCEA was taking note of such advertising.
What seemed to be working.

And what seemed to be failing,

because the issue of nuclear energy in
and more exposure,

much of it

America was getting more

lacking balance.

The American press was certainly going to continue to cover the
nuclear

issue.

But their

coverage,

we believed,

a damaging perspective on nuclear energy.

often presented
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Americans,

like other people around the world,

everything they read in
newscasts.

the newspaper or see on television

But we contended that if

present Americans with the full

we did not do something to

picture of this

continued barrage of negativity would take its
confidence in

don't believe

nuclear energy,

issue,
toll

on public

and could end up limiting the

continued use of an energy source that we knew was vital
country.

Indeed,

we felt

see nuclear energy in
some mysterious,

it

that this

to our

was important to get Americans

a normal,

factual light

to

rather than as

frightening phenomenon.

We earnestly believed that this was an issue that affected all
Americans.

But we did not have a budget that would allow us to

talk to everyone.
made was,

1.

So one of the early decisions that had to be

who should or

target audience be.

We could try to find that core of people in

the country who

already supported nuclear energy and have our advertising
efforts

2.

reinforce

their

support.

We could address our advertising to those against the use
of nuclear energy and try to convert them to our side.

3.

Or we could try to influence,

what research indicated was

the largest segment of the population,

those people who did
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not really have fixed views about nuclear energy.
dubbed them "fence sitters."

We

That's an American term for

someone who tends to straddle issues and could come down on
one side or the other.

We wanted to do what we could to make sure that the majority of
these "fence sitters"

So initially,

came dwn on the side of nuclear energy.

we targeted this

developed,
efficient

we determined it

group.

But as our program

would be even more effective and

to aim at a somewhat smaller group,

a group we

identified as including opinion leaders and decision makers.

These kinds of people could be found and reached by media
selection.

We chose to rn

advertising in

the kinds of

magazines and periodicals chosen by Americans who were
continually looking for news and opinions on various
and who expressed their

subjects

views on those subjects.

But we had other major decisions to make.
messages. would address their

Like which points and

concerns most effectively.

We could try to combat people's safety concerns by talking
directly
America.

about the extensive safety record of nuclear energy in
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We could talk about the environmental advantages of nuclear
energy over other sources of energy.

We could talk about the fact that no one energy source could
supply all

the energy that America consumed and would continue

to consume in

the years ahead.

And how should we deliver our message;
strident

and firm in

should we be forceful and

the conviction of the appropriateness

of

our message?

Should we accuse those who opposed nuclear energy of being
obstructionists who were forcing their

minority opinions on the

majority of Americans?

Or should we take a more statesmanlike point of view.
to bring light

And try

rather than heat to the whole issue of nuclear

energy?

As you saw in
"emotion"

earlier

slides,

there was already so much

and concern being generated in

the press,

we felt

made sense for our advertising to try to calm things down.
let

people know this

was an issue that could be discussed

reasonably and rationally and factually,
rational,

so that reasoned,

factual decisions could be made on the subject.

it
To
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This is

how we began our campaign.

editorial.

In

The first

ads looked very

fact they looked more like stories on energy than

advocacy ads in

favor of nuclear.

Energy and the need for it

was the broader context within which

we conveyed basic information about nuclear energy.

We also ran

television commercials designed to get that message across.
goal was to bring nuclear energy into the home in
routine,

a calm,

relaxed way.

But over a period of time,
wasn't as effective as it

However,

Our

our print

we determined that our television
should be.

Research confirmed it.

advertising was working splendidly.

Research

confirmed that.

These ads were getting higher readership than most corporate or
issues-oriented ads.

They were more persuasive,

and people were

responding positively to the facts we were providing about
nuclear contributions

What we still

to our energy needs.

needed was more of a motivator.

More of a reason

for people to accept nuclear as something both necessary and
vital

to helping meet our energy needs.

This was difficult,

especially since the American public was ...
today ...

complacent

about energy.

and is

even

Nuclear energy not foreign oil, is the
best way to prevent electricity shortages

E

lectricity is so vital to
our economy and our
way of life that a shortage
of electricity is unthinkable.
Yet some parts of the
country are already
experiencing brownouts
during peak periods of
demand. The question is
not "Will we run out?"
The question is "What
price will we have to pay?"
Our electricity demand will
outgrow our present supply. It is
only a matter of time. Federal
planners believe that our current
generating capacity may not be
enough to supply our peak
electrical demand in the 1990s.
America's electricity use has
steadily increased for the last 50
years, and has grown over 45%
since the 1973 Arab oil embargo.
This growing electricity demand
is already forcing us to turn to oil.

we will have to depend on oil.
Using more oil plants would
increase our foreign oil imports,
worsen our trade deficit, and
make America even more
dangerously dependent on foreign
countries for crucial energy.

Nuclear energy reduces
America's dependence on
foreign oil, not only at electric
power plants, but wherever
electricity replaces oil. It supplies
a large part of the electricity that
our economy needs to prosper.

More nuclear plants
needed

If you'd like more information
on making America more energy
independent, write to the U.S.
Council for Energy Awareness,
P.O. Box 66103, Dept. SH01,
Washington, D.C. 20035-

Nuclear energy is already America's
second largest source of electricity
after coal. By reducing the use of
foreign oil to make electricity,
nuclear plants have saved America
$105 billion in foreign oil payments
since 1973. Nuclear plants
have also helped cut consumer
electric bills by over $60 billion.

FOREIGN OIL

Information about energy
America can count on
I'.S.

COIACII. FOR ENERGY AWARENESS

NUCLEAR ENERGY

Imported oil:
a dangerous fix
The longer we wait to build new
coal and nuclear plants, the more

•<u

Ifl

As seen in July 1988 issues of TIME and U.S. News & World Report; August 1988 issues of Reader's Digest, National Geographic, Newsweek, Sports Illustrated, Smithsonian,
Forbes, The leadership Network and Natural History; and September 1988 issues of Psychology Today, Scientific American, The Economist and National Journal.

Without nuclear energy
American dollars spent for foreign oil
could be our biggest export
here's an incredible
amount of American
money going overseas
to buy foreign oil.
How much?
In 198". the I'.S. paid foreign
countries nearly SAO billion for oil;
that's 23% of our record-high trade
deficit. Iran alone received over
S"00 million. That's enough
mono to buy over 20 new lighter
planes lor the Iranian Air lorcc. \
very unpleasant thought.
To stop this nionn drain and
reduce our iradc del kit. we must
further reduce our need for foreign
oil. We've already made significant
progress. The 109 plums in
America making electricity with
nuclear energy replace oil. F.very
year, they reduce our trade deficit
by S5 billion. But if we want our
economy to continue to grow, then
we must do even more.

Trouble ahead
Electricity use has increased in all
but 2 of the last 50 years. But while
demand is definitely growing,
our ability to meet
that demand.

without using even more oil, is
not growing. By 1992, all nuclear
energy plant construction in this
country will be completed.

Our $40 Billion Oil Drain 1

U.S. Trade Deficit: $174 Billion
Source; U.S Department of Commerce 19H"? estimfl »

America's foreign oil bill continues
to drain our economy and now make*
up 23% of the U.S. trade deficit.

To meet the electricity demand of
the next decade will require either
using more foreign oil to produce
electricity or building power plants
that use energy grown here at
home, like nuclear energy.

political, licensing and regulatory
uncertainties stand in the way of
America's further developing its
nuclear energy resources.
Nuclear energy has pro\ed it can
help curb our costly dependence on
foreign oil. Nuclear electric plants
have already saved America over 3
billion barrels of oil and S105 billion
in foreign oil payments
It nuclear energy is going to
continue to help fuel America's
future, we must be planning for
it now.
If \ou'd like more information on
making America more energy
independent, write to the I'.S.
Council for Lnergy \\\arc-ness,
P.O. Bo\ 06I0.S. Dcpt. I'DOl.
Washington. D C 20035.

Information about energy
America can count on '
I S. COl \ ( ll.VOK 1-M.IUA \\\A!UM:SS

Nuclear energy
can keep our money home
Even though most Americans
believe that nuclear energy will
continue to play an important role
in our nation's energy future, no
new nuclear power plants are
currently being planned. At
present, too many financial,

As seen in May 1988 issues of Reader's Digest, TIME, Newsweek, Sports Illustrated, and U. S. News & World Report; the June 1988 issue of
National Geographic, and July 1988 issues of Psychology Today and Forbes.

f

f

Nuclear energy
vs.
foreign oil's
ups and downs
T

he United
States is again
dangerously dependent on foreign oil.
A far more secure and
reliable choice is electricity made in America from
coal and nuclear energy.
Because nuclear energy replaces
foreign oil, it has become one of
the major pillars of U.S. energy
independence.
Going back to the great energy
crises of the 1970s, the price of
foreign oil has resembled a giant,
dizzying roller coaster ride. The
availability of foreign oil has also
dropped down and shot back up.
And we don't even control the
roller coaster—others do.
Consider this ominous statistic: in the first eight months of
1987, even at today's low prices,
America had to pay over $20 billion for foreign oil. That's a lot of
dollars leaving this country, adding
to an already huge trade deficit.
Nuclear energy
cuts oil imports
Clearly, the more energy we use in
the form of electricity from coal
and nuclear energy, the less oil we
have to import.
Nuclear-generated electricity
has already saved America over three
billion barrels of oil, with billions
more to be saved before the turn of
the century. That's why it's so important for our energy self-reliance.
More electricity
for a growing economy
Our economy needs plenty of new
electrical energy to keep on grow-

ing. Almost all of that new energy
is coming from coal and nuclear
electric plants.
The truth is that nuclear
energy is an everyday fact of life
in the U.S. It's been generating electricity here for nearly 30 years.
Throughout the country are more
than 100 nuclear plants, and they
are our second largest source of
electric power. As our economy
grows, we'll need more of those
plants to avoid even more dependence on foreign oil.
Safe energy
for a secure future
Most important, nuclear energy is a
safe, clean way to generate electricity. U.S. nuclear plants have a whole
series of multiple backup safety
systems to prevent accidents. Plus

superthick containment buildings
designed to protect the public even
if something goes wrong. (It's a
"Safety in Depth" system.)
The simple fact is this: America's energy independence depends
in part on America's nuclear energy.
For a free booklet on energy
independence, write to the U.S.
Council for Energy Awareness,
P.O. Box 66103, Dept. RR01,
Washington, D.C. 20035- Please
allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.

Information about energy
America can count on
U.S. COUNCIL FOR ENERGY AWARENESS

As seen in February 1988 issues o f 1'IME. Newsweek, Sports Illustrated, U.S. News & World Report, Smithsonian, Psychology Today,
Forbes, Scientific American, The Leadership Network, Natural History, The Economist, National Journal, and State Legislatures.
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This time we made sure that we looked before we leaped.
an extensive study that the research experts call
analysis.

The details

the fact that it

advertising has been based on since;

for yourself.

a conjoint

of the research are not as important as

yielded the core strategy that all

Being independent.

We did

our

energy independence.

Standing on your own two feet.

Providing

These ideals have long been part of the American

character.

We found that when we defined the need for nuclear energy,
message was not only better understood,
Americans

felt

good about supporting.

our

but was also one
And the role nuclear

energy plays as a way to help Americans be more energy
independent is

especially effective.

We were also determined to give the same sort of message on
television that we were giving in

our print ads.

So we designed new television commercials

to also convey the

need for nuclear energy to help provide our energy independence.

Here are examples of some of these television commercials.

Diagnostic research confirmed that these television spots were
communicating believably.

And subsequent tracking research

indicated that the more we ran television,
advertising was noted and remembered.

the more our print

Print and TV have a

synergistic effect.

The examples I've shown you make up the core of our advertising
campaign.

It

is

the ongoing advertising that is

taking our

message to that majority of Americans we identified
earlier

...

the opinion leaders and decision makers.

But in

addition to the advertising you've been seeing,

ran a series of ads in

The Wall Street Journal,

leading business publication.

we also

America's

This national newspaper's

readership represents a broad spectrum of national leadership
including the financial community,

investors,

top corporate

management plus key government and legislative personnel.

These ads,

that'we call "energy updates,"

are designed to

provide information about nuclear events in

the U.S.

and around

the world that don't normally make the news columns.

We also maintain a budget contingency that allows us to address
tactical

issues as they arise.

The Wall Street Journal
Wednesday, July 6 1988
Thursday, September 8, 1988

ENERGY UPDATE
Four out of five Americans believe nuclear
electricity is important to America's future.
cording to a public opinion
survey conducted in May
by Cambridge Reports,
Inc., 81 % of American adults said
nuclear energy will be important
in meeting the nation's electricity
needs in the years ahead. Asimilar
survey, conducted by the Gallup
Organization, Inc. in September/
October 1987, yielded similar
results, with 77% attesting to
nuclear energy's importance to
the future.
For reports on these surveys,
write to the U.S. Council for
Energy Awareness.

0 USCEA
1988

Question:

"How important do you think nuclear
energy plants will be in meeting this nation's
electricity needs in the years ahead?"

8 1 /o
Very or somewhat
important

2%

N too
or not at all
important

Don't know
Source: Nationally representative survey of
Reports, Inc., May 1988.

500 adults, Cambridge

Energy Updates are a continuing series about energy America can count on
U.S. COUNCIL FOR ENERGY AWARENESS, 1776 Street, N.W, Washington, D.C., 20006
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The Wall Street Journal
Thursday,

August 18,

1988

ENERGY UPDATE

American technology is fueling
the world's nuclear electricity growth.
ionsthroughoutthe
world are increasingly relying on U.S. technolog to
help build their growing nuclear
energy programs. In 42 foreign
countries, over 500 nuclear electric
plants are either in operation.
under construction or in planning.
Seventy percent are based on Americ2,s fight-w2tcr nuclear reactor
technology. with U.S. engineering
companies directly involved in the
design and construction of many
of them.
Nuclear energy's share of the
world's electricity. production rose
to 16 percent Iasi year. ith 26
nations receiving electricity from
nucle2r power.

U.S. nuclear technology abroad
In 1987, five foreign nations received over 40% of their total
electricitv from nuclear plants based on U.S. reactor technology,.'
France 67.5%
A

Belgium

717Taiw2n 50.3%
So. Korea 45.8%
Sweden 4.8%
0

20%

30%
Jr.

19M

V

67.0%

40%

50%

%mkwLrW,,nJzJntrtmnj1

60%

-70% 80%

11-La%.,1m,1.d.1nHadt...k 9Ms
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The Wall Street Journal
Thursday, January 28, 1988
Tuesday, February 9 1988
Wednesday, March 9 1988

ENERGY UPDATE
Nuclear power
providing more
electricity
worldwide

Nuclear share of total electricity worldwide
Sept. 1987

*18

n 1960, nuclear power plants
provided less than I of the
lentire world's electricity In
1986, they provided over 15 %. The
majority of the growth took place
in the world's leading industrial
nations. France, for example, now
relies on nuclear energy for 70% of
its electricity.
The International Atomic Energy
Agency predicts that nuclear will
provide 20% of the world's electricity by the year 2000.
In the United States, nuclear power
plants currently provide over 17 % of
our total electricity. Today's nuclear
plants provide more electricity than
the entire country used in 1952.
Nuclear energy is our second leading
source of electricity, behind coal.
CUSCEA i988

20%

Source: Inter rtatiorW Atomic EneW Agmcy,

19%

15.5%

8.5 0/

5.5%
1 .6 OX
0. I %

07%

0

5

7

8
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The Wall Street Journal
Tuesday, March 15, 1988
Wednesday, April 6
1988
Wednesday, August 3 1988

ENERGY UPDATE

New worldwide safety association
planned for nuclear electric utilities
o ensure the highest standards of nuclear power
plant safety worldwide,
nuclear electric utilities from
around the world are planning
a new organization that will
enable members to share information and experience about
nuclear power plant operations.
The proposed World Association of Nuclear Operators will
have regional offices in Atlanta,
Moscow, Paris, and To-yo. All
32 countries that have nuclear
power plants (including the U.S.)
are expected to participate.
(DUSCEA 1988

untries with nuclear electric plants
(in operation or under construction)

mom
rgtn[ina
Cuba
India
Mexico
flclgi.rn
Czcchoslo, aW
Iran
Netherlands
Brazil
Easi Germarn
1131% Pakwan
Buigaria
Finland
lapin
Poland
Canada
France
Korea
Romania
China
Hungin
SOURCE nternational Mornic Energi Agrnc%. 198-

South Africa
Spain
S%%rden
SAiucri3nd
Taman

USSIR
I,nilrd Kingdom
United State,
Ucsl (icrman%
Yugoslj%ia
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NUCLEAR

National polls in the USA (November 1988) and Great
Britain (September 1988) asked four common questions.

ENERGY

reat
"Which one energy source do you think will be our primary source of electricity ten years from now?"
(Open-ended question; interviewer did not name any sources.)

Great Britain

USA

3%

3%

"How important do you think coal plants will be in meeting this nation's electricity needs in the
years ahead?"

"'•
Very
Important
Somewhat
Important
Not too
Important
Not at all
Important

26%

Don't Know

3

Great Britain

33%
4%

"How important do you think nuclear energy plants will be in meeting this nation's electricity needs in the
years ahead?"

USA

Great Britain

Very
Important
Somewhat
Important
Not too
important
Not at all
Important
Don't Know •

3%

Sources: USA poll by Cambridge Reports, Inc., with 1,500 nationally representative adults. Margin of error is ± 2.5%. November
British poll by MORI, with 1,068 nationally representative adults. Margin of error is ±3.0%. September 1988.
Wording in British poll slightly different (e.g. nuclear energy plants are called nuclear power stations).

4

"Do you think the nation's need for nuclear energy as part of the total energy mix will increase in the years
ahead or not?"

Great Britain

USA

Asked Only in USA

5

"Can you name two sources of energy that will
provide the most benefit to the nation in the
years ahead?" (Open-ended question:
interviewer did not name any sources.)

6

"How likely do you think it is that new nuclear
power plants will have to be built in the United
States in the years ahead?"

Very Likely
Somewhat
Likely
Not too Likely
Not at all
Likely
Don't Know

7

"Thinking about all energy sources available
for large-scale use, would you say that nuclear
energy is a good choice, a realistic choice, or a
bad choice?"

8

"Now I'm going to read you two statements about
the tradeoff between nuclear energy versus foreign
oil.Which of these views is closest to your opinion:
We should use more nuclear energy if that will reduce
our dependence on foreign oil.
We should use less nuclear energy even if that will
increase our dependence on foreign oil."

Good Choice
Realistic Choice
Bad Choice
Don't Know I

3%

U.S. Council for Energy Awareness

Suite 400
17761 Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-2495
202/293-0770

The Wall Street Journal
Tuesday, May 19, 1988
Tuesday, June 14, 1988
Wednesday, August 31, 1988

ENERGY UPDATE
U.S. scientists and engineers rate nuclear energy
important to America's future.
ording to akientific
Ame7ican magazine survey,'
a vast majority of scientists
and engineers who subscribe to
the magazine believe that nuclear
power plants will play an important
part in meeting this nation's future
electricity needs.
And, when asked which of five industrial facilities they would choose to
live near, more respondents chose a
nuclear power plant than a coal-fired
power plant, chemical plant, oil refinery or even an airport.

83.2%

15.6%

Very or somewhat
important

Not too or not at
211 important
1.2% (Don't know)
QUESTION:
"How important do you think nuclear
energy plants will be in meeting this
nation's electricity needs in the years
ahead?"

'Source: Scientific American survey, August 1987,
based on 2 random sample of 1,000 identifiaNe
scientists and engineers that produced 679
usable returns.
Source: ScientificAmerican survey, August 1987
C USCEA 1988

Energy Updates are a continuing series about energy America can count on
U.S. COUNCIL FOR ENERGY AWARENESS, P.O. Box 66103, Washington, D.C. 20035
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When the Chernobyl accident occurred,
tactical

this is

one of the

ads we ran explaining why a similar accident could not

happen in

the U.S.

This ad was based on careful research on effective ways of
discussing safety aspects of nuclear plants.

In

fact,

after

Chernobyl we had conducted attitude research to find out what
people had heard and thought about the accident.
personal interviews to test
with all

our ads,

safety messages and,

we tested this ad in

We conducted
as is

the case

advance of its

publication.

When a bill
complicated,

was itroduced in
if

nuclear plants,
I

not destroyed,

the U.S.

Congress that would have

federal licensing authority for

we prepared this coalition ad that was cited in

the debate on the proposed bill.

We believe these tactical

The bill

efforts can and have worked in

with our ongoing advertising campaign.
able to put some tactical

was soundly rejected.

In

harmony

fact we've even been

planning into our ongoing campaign.

As evidenced by this ad that ran days before,
the recent American presidential election.

and days after,

The energy problems

looming ahead do emphasize the need for a stronger national
energy policy which includes nuclear energy.
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You should also know that we continually test

our advertising

messages and approaches to make sure that we are still
most effective communications.

using the

Even right after Chernobyl,

our

research showed that the need for nuclear energy to help assure
our energy independence was still

effective and understood by

the public.

We also test

new ad formats periodically to see if

advertising approach is

Again this year,

still

our current

the best way to tell

energy independence topped all

our story.

other messages

as the one American audiences find most meaningful.

As I

look back on the advertising we've produced over the last

five years,

I ask myself,

nuclear utility

"What has it

done for the American

industry?"

I would have to answer this way.
communications activities
side of the story.

it

Along with all

our other

has given us a voice to tell

And our voice is

being heard,

and it

our
is

credible.

Since 1983,

we have delivered over five and one-half million

advertising

impressions.

Impressions

know how important nuclear energy is-to
their future.

that have let

Americans

their way of life

and to
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And we know that our advertising is
Through research,

having a positive impact.

we have found a way to monitor changes in

attitudes among those who remember seeing our advertising and
among those who do not remember seeing our ads.

For the past years,

those who remember seeing USCEA ads

indicated improved knowledge and attitudes significantly more
than those who did not remember seeing the ads.

And this improvement in

knowledge and attitudes can build a

reservoir of support for nuclear energy.

For example,

research had confirmed that,

Chernobyl accident,

at the time of the

USCEA advertising helped stabilize positive

attitudes among those individuals previously exposed to our ads.
The immediate effect of the accident on those who had not seen
our advertising was substantial.
advertising,

Yes.

But for those who had seen our

the impact was minimal.

We've found advertising can help convince people that

nuclear energy is
supported.

something that should be continued and
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This time we made sure that we looked before we leaped.
an extensive study that the research experts call
analysis.

The details

the fact that it

advertising has been based on since;

for yourself.

a conjoint

of the research are not as important as

yielded the core strategy that all

Being independent.

We did

our

energy independence.

Standing on your own two feet.

Providing

These ideals have long been part of the American

character.

We found that when we defined the need for nuclear energy,
message was not only better understood,
Americans

felt

good about supporting.

our

but was also one
And the role nuclear

energy plays as a way to help Americans be more energy
independent

is

especially effective.

We were also determined to give the same sort of message on
television that we were giving in

our print

So we designed new television commercials

ads.

to also convey the

need for nuclear energy to help provide our energy independence.

Here are examples of some of these television commercials.

-

-

And we fervently believe that advertising that is
help focus its

message and its

effectiveness

researched to

can do it

best.

That's the kind of advertising that we are committed to at the
U.S.

Council for Energy Awareness.

Thank you.

